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their opponent subgroup. In the villagers’ group, a villager with
special talent, the seer, has an ability to check one player’s
identity. Obviously, it is a common strategy that the seer shares
the information about werewolves with other villagers. However,
the seer must face two problems: Who is a villager? Did
werewolves notice that I am the seer. The seer needs to find out
villagers and persuade them to trust him as the seer, because
werewolves usually pretend to be a seer for confusing villagers.
On the other hand, if the seer exposed his identity to werewolves,
he will be killed by werewolves in common strategy. That is not
benefit to villagers. Thus, lie is a useful approach in werewolf
game [7][8][9]. Returning to the implicit communication,
villagers need to find out the outsiders in the group, which
means implicit communication possibly emerges in villagers
group.
The implicit communication in human-based werewolf game is
researched on nonverbal information [5] and words used in
discussion [6], how implicit communication emerges on agent
communication is still a new study. In this article, we implement
an evolutionary computation to investigate this study. Because
the possibility of studying linguistic problems with agents has
been shown, since Steel [2] supposed an approach, language
game for agents, to study artificial language problems. For the
werewolf game, the strong relationship between lie-based
coordination and winning rate, and rule of hidden identity in the
game indicated that implicit communication may be concealed in
the players’ irrational strategies and implicit lies. Therefore, we
defined implicit communication as a player using irrational
strategies by predicting that its cooperator is telling implicit lies.
We classified our evolutionary computation with two conditions
based on whether the werewolf agent is evolved. We
hypothesized that when two cooperative agents were evolved,
they will have an implicit communication in which the seer tells
lies as a villager while the villager irrationally indicates that
player who pretends to be a villager is the real seer. In the
condition of three agents being evolved, implicit communication
emerges in short periods and the used words are also evolved.
On the other hand, the implicit interaction between participants
reduces the need for an ambiguous argument [12] in
conversation games. Therefore, we analyzed the results of the
Werewolf evolutionary computation by labeling the agents’
strategies as rational, irrational and ambiguous. Based on the
analysis of the lie rate and the use rate of the classified agent’s
strategies, we explored the emergence of implicit communication
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this research, we used an evolutionary computation to
investigate a linguistic phenomenon, implicit communication.
Implicit communication is a phenomenon related to language
evolution. This phenomenon performs as an ability to “read” an
opponent’s real intention from their superficial message [1].
Implicit communication generally means that talking has an
implicit meaning which is shared by people in a subgroup [3].
This implicit communication is useful for achieving coordination
in a subgroup, when the competitor is in a group. This type of
implicit communication is expected to emerge and be changed
during communication. For example, people in Japan’s old city
Kyoto use the phrase “recommend of simple dinner” as
“recommendation to go home.” This kind of inverted meaning of
implicit communication shows who is an outsider of the group.
Implicit communication is expected to emerge according to the
evolution of a language. For example, slang is a kind of implicit
communication, that is generated in a subgroup of a community
for communicating each other.
Implicit communication is also a smart strategy on conversation
games. Lee et al. suggested that game players with implicit
communication show better communication than players with a
fixed mindset [4]. In this research, we study implicit
communication with a conversation game, werewolf. Werewolf
is a reinvention of a multi-player conversation game, Mafia
[10][11]. In the werewolf game, players are distributed into two
subgroups with hidden identity. One subgroup includes villagers.
Villagers’ purpose is to find out their enemies, werewolves in
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A rational strategy is that a player recognizes the seer based on
assuming the seer is telling the truth. If a player determined the
seer based on assuming the seer was telling lies, it was an
irrational strategy. When the player could not recognize the seer,
we call it an ambiguous strategy.

from the view of a villager: a player without information on the
competitors in its group.

2 THREE-PLAYER RULE OF WEREWOLF
GAME
The simplest version of Werewolf comprises of a villager, seer,
and werewolf. In this paper, we assumed the seer had identified
the werewolf in advance. There was only a day phase and every
player could speak only once. We modified the simplest version
of Werewolf, to force a player to pretend to be a seer and
provide real/fake information about who is to the werewolf. In
the simplest version, there is a villager and a seer for the villager
group and a werewolf for the werewolf group.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the condition of two cooperative agents evolved, the situation
of villager chooses irrational strategy and wins the game (purple
part in the upper of Fig. 2) appears in 99.2% of generations. The
seer kept tell lies as pretending to be a villager during all periods.
In the condition of three agents evolved, implicit communication
between seer and villager (purple part in the lower of Fig. 2)
emerged in short periods (in 26.4% of generations). The seer’s
lies repeated in pretending to be a villager and indicating the
villager is a werewolf.

3 DESCRIPTION OF EVOLUTIONARY
COMPUTATION
Definition of talks. In the regular version of Werewolf, a player
can talk freely without restriction. Players can talk not about
only things in the present, but also in the past or future. They
can even discuss topics unrelated to the game. Theoretically,
there are an infinite number of possible talks in a Werewolf
game. Although researchers have made considerable progress in
natural language processing, it is still difficult to analyze the
complex Werewolf game with free talks. Therefore, we limited
the players’ available talks into 3 kinds of words,
1. “I am a villager.”
2. “I am a seer. Werewolf is on my left side”
3. “I am a seer. Werewolf is on my right side”
Computation Process. Overall, the players decided their talks
according to their hypothetical game status (genecode1) in Fig. 1.
There were 2 kinds of game statuses as an input, and the output
included 3 types of talks. The input includes two statuses: seer,
werewolf and villager order in clockwise/counterclockwise. The
output is 3 kinds of words as previously mentioned. Then,
players updated their hypothetical game status based on the
other two players’ talks (genecode2). Since there were 3 types of
talks for each player, there were 9 combinations of talks for the
input of genecode2 and 2 kinds of game statuses, for the output.
The output of genecode2 is the same form as the input of
genecode1.

Figure 2: Lie rate, CO rate, and use rate of the villager’s
strategy for the condition of two cooperative agents
evolved (upper) and three agents evolved (lower) (10000
generations, average in 100 computations)

6 CONCLUSIONS
We implemented evolutionary computations for werewolf game
to explore the emergence of implicit communication. The results
validated our hypothesis of that when two cooperative agents
were evolved, they will have an implicit communication in
which the seer tells lies as a villager while the villager
irrationally indicates that player who pretends to be a villager is
the real seer. In the condition of three agents being evolved,
implicit communication emerges in short periods and the used
words are also evolved.
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4 CATEGORIES OF STRATEGY
The strategies of the players are 9 combinations of genecode2.
We labeled the strategies as rational, irrational and ambiguous.
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